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This term our focus in preschool was to provide an environment that is rich in loose parts material and everyday
items that sparks the imagination and creates many possibilities for children expressions.
What are loose parts?
Loose parts are beautiful objects and material that children can move, manipulate, control and change while
they play. Children can carry combine, redesign, and line up, take apart and put loose parts back together in
almost endless ways.
We can provide loose parts and let their imagination run wild…
Bottle caps, buttons, tubes, wool, tyres, pots, leaves, fabric, stones, kitchen
rolls, funnel, etc. the list of loose parts is endless as are its uses.

utensils, foam, jars, pegs, kitchen

As you can see in the pictures, the preschool children are using loose parts to create endless possibilities in their
own unique way.

In the block and box centre children were provided with
different size carton with which the tiny tots created their
imaginary little kitchen, using real utensils. They enjoyed
taking on different roles that they witness on a daily bases
their parents playing at home. We watch how observant
children are of their surroundings, what they have seen at
home, how different heating and cooking appliances work…

at home of their parents, grandparents, and extended family

The outdoor play centre is a very important centre to
preschool learning. This area is filled with loose parts like
tyres, cups, buckets, carton roll…
The sand pit is a place, where one can create so many
different things – sand castles, train tracks, roads, tunnels and
play games - play hop scotch, race to the wall, burry their
feet, kitchen play….
Some of the children used the tyres to create a volcano and
some others filled it with sand. The children absolutely love
the sand pit area.

Library time – Everyday children choose books from our own little preschool library. The pre-schoolers enjoy
glancing and skimming through the pages, some love to read, look at the pictures, even exchange their thoughts
on a particular page or story that caught their attention.
Teacher reading is also an important part of our programme as it enhances the listening skills of children and
they are exposed to a wide range of words. Listening to stories helps with building vocabulary and speaking
grammatically correct sentences as being able to communicate effectively helps them with interpersonal
relationships.

Park visit – Every Friday the children are taken to the neighbourhood park where they climb the
jungle gym or go down the slide, go round and round on the merry-go-round from which children
get a better sense of their body and balance.
We have the dare devils (risk takers) who will run to the jungle gym and immediately climb it and
the timid (cautious) ones who will daintily place one foot at a time making sure there are no chances
of falling and hurting themselves. It is a joy to watch the toddlers running around in the park –
blissful and carefree. Learning to take turns and teaching patience to wait your turn comes from the
swings in a park. Children love to swing and what better way to learn patience.

Art & Craft – Art plays an important role in our preschool. We allow children to use different medium of art
like painting with brush, with their fingers, using water colours or just scribbling on the floor. This term
children created their own aquarium. They drew different underwater animals, painted them and finally made
a big collage sticking them together as a team.

Cooking – This term children learnt to make a sandwich and mango milk shake.
During the sandwich making activity children were provided with ingredients like: butter, cheese, jam, salt,
pepper, gems, sauce, mayonnaise and cucumber. The children had gala time creating a sandwich of their
choice with just their favourite ingredients. After making their sandwich they were happy to eat it.

